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Editor’s letter
H

ere at Blo we’re always looking for
creative talent that offers a unique
perspective, so you can image our
excitement to team up with American painter
SJ Fuerst. Drawing from fashion, pop art,
and contemporary culture, Fuerst’s paintings
create a surreal world where the animals are
inflatable and the women feel so real you
expect them to wink at you. SJ’s work, though
playful, often has a dark undercurrent. This
isn’t innocent bubblegum pop, Fuerst’s bubblegum says ‘Blow Me’.
SJ Fuerst’s work is also defiant of the artist’s
atelier training. The art world is seeing a resurgence of classical realism among a new
generation of artists who are eager to learn
the skills shunned by conceptual art over the
past few decades. But Fuerst doesn’t stumble
into the pitfalls of many classical painters, of
whom critics cry ‘skill but no substance’. With
SJ Fuerst’s work the idea comes first. Just
watch the video Fuerst made to accompany
the painting ‘Seagull’ (next page), this is an
artist whose work deftly balances beauty, horror, and humour.
The fusion of art, fashion, and pop culture
made us decide to use Fuerst’s paintings
throughout this entire issue. SJ’s dark and
sexy piece, ‘Little Oil Spill Mermaid’, fit perfectly
with our environmental article (page 55) and
further highlights Fuerst’s ability to take a
simple costume and turn it into a beautiful,
contemporary commentary. Along with our
usual features and content we hope you enjoy
this special issue exploring the unique world
of SJ Fuerst.

‘Pop’ by SJ Fuerst. Oil on cavnas, private collection.

scan to

Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Seagull’.

CULTURE

Pop Swan Song
T

he giant inflatable swan is a favourite among goddesses. SJ Fuerst’s
painting ‘Saraswati’, shows the Hindu
goddess of knowledge and the arts riding
her inflatable swan while gently playing her
inflatable veena. But this swan is perhaps
better known as the companion of pop culture
goddesses - it can be found ridden by the
likes of Taylor Swift, Miranda Kerr, and Kim
Kardashian, all worshipped by millions on
Instagram. ‘Celebrities loves these luxury
pool floats’ writes Nina Godlewski for
Business Insider, something easily confirmed
by a quick scroll through celebrity Instagram
accounts. But what is it about the inflatable
swan in particular that elevates its rider
from mortal to divinity? The swan has been
a symbol of beauty and purity in many cultures throughout history. This association
appears to be so strong that it can transform
a relatively cumbersome inflatable toy into
an icon of glamour and grace.

Above:
An instagram model delights
thousands of follwers with her swan.

Image right: ‘Saraswati’
by SJ Fuerst
Oil on canvas
91cm x 127cm £6,000

Image left:
The Gigi Hadid Barbie relaxing
on her inflatable swan.

Fancy
Dress
Wear your fantasy on your sleeve. Never before
has the line between costume and couture been
so blurred.
Paintings by SJ Fuerst

A sculpted bodice with cobalt
loincloth proves a formidable
combination.
‘Cardboard League of America’
Oil on canvas
127cm x 137cm
Private collection

‘Seagull’
Oil on canvas
86cm x 122cm
Private collection

Redefine evening wear with a
trompe l’oeil rabbit ensemble.
Pair with pristine white gloves.
‘Magic Rabbit’
Oil on canvas
71cm x 122cm
£5,000

Slipping into a white satin robe becomes
a religious experience when worn with a
blue hooded cape.
Opposite:
‘Father Christmas’
Oil on canvas
76cm x 122cm
£5,000
This page:
‘Come on Baby, Inflate my Fire’
Oil on canvas
81cm x 122cm
£5,000

Forest fresh in all the right places.
Clean lines and a dramatic
silhouette make Little Tree’s
car-freshner suitable for
any occasion.
‘Daphne after Apollo’
Oil on canvas
96cm x 137cm
£7,000

Embody a modern day
Joan of Arc with Microsoft’s
Halo armor.
‘117 (Master Chief)’
Oil on canvas
85cm x 180cm
£7,000

The Care Bears will stare
thanks to this powder pink
fur trim.
This page:
‘Rainbow Bear’
Oil on canvas
81cm x 122cm
Private collection
Opposite:
‘POP’
Oil on canvas
91cm x 137cm
Private collection

A tattered silk slip dress is the
epitome of feminine grunge.
‘King Kong’
Oil on canvas
71cm x 122cm
Private collection

‘Skeleton’
Oil on canvas
71cm x 122cm
Private collection
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Left: ‘High Net Worth’
by SJ Fuerst
Oil on canvas
117cm x 137cm
Private collection

M
Indulge in eyepopping colour
with retro appeal.
‘Rainbow Ink’
Oil on canvas
66cm x 122cm
£4,000

an has always been
drawn to the sea, our
imaginations captured
early on by the likes of Captain
Ahab and Hemmingway’s Old
Man. The fisherman lifestyle provides a captivating combination of
danger and wealth. Those strong
enough and lucky enough can
make their fortune by hauling in
prizes like Alaskan crabs and Jeff
Koons lobsters.
Fishermen and fashion have also
always gone hand in hand.

The enticing combination of
textures - thick wool, rubbery
boots, and plastic trench coats
have been found on the
runways of Prada and
in numerous editorials.
The fisherman style
continues to hold its
allure this season, worn
best with a badass attitude.

scan to

Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Magic Rabbit’.

scan to

Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Come on Baby, Inflate my Fire’.

&Sweetie

SEX AND RELATIONSHIPS

Sunny

‘Sunny and Sweetie’
by SJ Fuerst
Oil on canvas
127cm x 186cm
Private collection

I

n 2011 the Edinburgh Zoo welcomed Tian Tian and Yang
Guang, two giant pandas on loan from China. It was an
arrival that was met with much excitement and fanfare, for
arriving with this pair of pandas was the hope of a panda cub
being born in the UK for the very first time.
Conceiving is exceptionally complex for pandas, and Tian Tian
and Yang Guang (which mean Sweetie and Sunshine) have been
trying unsuccessfully for 5 years. The pair have proven to be a
sensation on their own and have made the Edinburgh Zoo one

of Scotland’s most popular attractions. However, should they
have a cub, experts predict this would generate £30 million for
the local economy - talk about financial pressure on a young
couple.
Regrettably their struggle is all too familiar with human couples
as well, with a record number of women now undergoing IVF
treatments in a bid to conceive. Thankfully most people don’t
have an entire nation watching and holding their breath (except
perhaps for the royal couple, however they seem to be breeding

in captivity just fine), but the stress and disappointment can be just
as devastating. Let us extend our sensitivities to the pandas at this
time, when they are in most need of our patience and support.

Increasingly popular with adults, inflatable toys
are no longer just for children

Paintings by SJ Fuerst

‘Sugar Crash’
Oil on canvas
122cm x 117cm
Private collection

NOT A LIFE-SAVING
DEVICE

Embrace your inner
American patriot
with a bold stripe and
bare legs.
‘Rockette Pops’
Oil on canvas
117cm x 137cm
Private collection

Refresh last season’s
fringed crystal leotard
by adding a cropped
velvet jacket.
‘PVC Circus’
Oil on canvas
140cm x 190cm
£10,000

Sprinkles of rainbow
colour and a cocoon shape
make this donut a staple
of any fashion diet.
This page:
‘Donut’
Oil on canvas
130cm x 190cm
£10,000

True classic: go Grecian
with an asymmetrical
dress and inflatable pigs.
Opposite:
‘Circe from Homer’s Odyssey’
Oil on canvas
86cm x 137cm
£7,000

Blasé in lamé.
‘Astronaut’
Oil on canvas
86cm x 127cm
Private collection

They’ll come home wagging their tails
behind them after glimpsing these
candy pink ruffles.
This page:
‘Little Bo Peep and her Inflatable Sheep’
Oil on canvas
97cm x 122cm
£6,000
Opposite:
‘Birds’
Oil on canvas
81cm x 122cm
Private collection

Pink elephants on parade. Fuchsia and
orange feature prominently in the new
collections. Choose pieces with a gilded
border for maximum impact.
‘Lady Luck’
Oil on canvas
190cm x 190cm
Private collection

An understated white leotard shines when
paired with a wall-mounted moose headpiece.
‘Trophy Wall’
Oil on canvas
97cm x 127cm
£7,000

scan to

Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Astronaut’.

Pop
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meets

Painting

American artist SJ Fuerst balances classical and contemporary influences

I

first met SJ Fuerst a couple years
ago when the artist still lived
in London. I visited Fuerst’s
flat in Islington, a Victorian 1 bedturned-studio that was shared with
fellow painter, Luca Indraccolo. I was
immediately struck by how clean it
was; ‘immaculate’ was the word I used
at the time. It turns out my comment
went on to inspire one of SJ’s cheekier
pieces, ‘Cleanse’, an ad for vaginal wipes
featuring the Virgin Mary.
Fuerst’s work definitely has a
naughty streak, but it’s carefully
entwined with a youthful playfulness and
a fashion seriousness, all beautifully
painted in a realistic style that’s quickly
gaining traction in the art world. This
artist has spent years learning to draw
and paint the figure from life, and it
shows. But what sets SJ apart is the
fusion of classical and pop sensitivities.
The technique may be traditional but
Fuerst’s style is fresh and contemporary.
SJ’s work is beautiful and funny; these
paintings are meant to entertain (who
else turns their paintings into music
videos), as well as make the viewer
reflect. Its no wonder Fuerst’s work can
be found in private collections all over
the world.
I recently caught up with SJ over
Skype as the artist now lives on Gozo,
Malta’s smaller sister island, and is
working with Luca to renovate a studio
perched at the top of a valley leading
out to the sea. Has the relocation from
London to a Mediterranean Island with
only 32,000 inhabitants affected Fuerst’s
work? “In some ways yes, I think an
artist’s life is always absorbed into the
work they create”, SJ explains. “In this
case I’ve found myself introducing
landscape backgrounds into my
paintings. Up until now my models

Image left:
SJ Fuerst in the studeo working on a
painting of Gilbert, the inflatable tiger.

were always posed in front of a neutral,
seamless backdrop, but recently I’ve
been inspired to put my subjects in a
natural setting.”
Fuerst uses the word ‘natural’
rather liberally. The landscapes are
photos SJ buys off Shutterstock and
then has printed on 9 square meters of
fabric to hang behind the models like a
stage set. This is an extremely SJ-esque
way of incorporating nature, for SJ’s
paintings often play with the notion of
real vs. fake. Real women with fake
animals, fake inflatable animals that are
created to look ‘life-like’, real landscapes
turned into fake landscapes and painted
realistically. It’s safe to say Fuerst enjoys
balancing contradictions.
The move hasn’t changed the
personality of Fuerst’s work, and
inspiration still comes from finding
costumes and toys that resonate with the
artist. SJ’s work also takes inspiration
from big events happening at the time,
like the painting ‘Sunny and Sweetie’,
which was inspired by the hoopla
surrounding the giant pandas’ arrival
in Edinburgh. “Recently, my painting
‘Circe’ came about directly because of
the move to Gozo. I learned that this
is where Calypso’s cave is said to be
located, and that renewed my interest in
the Odyssey. I wanted to paint Circe with
inflatable animals, naturally, and sitting
on a lifeguard chair as her throne.”
I laughingly point out that when
most people think about Homer’s
Odyssey, regarded as one of the most
important foundational works of
western literature, they don’t ‘naturally’
envisage it with inflatable toys. So where
did this fascination with inflatables
come from?
“Oh I just love them,” Fuerst gushes.
“Inflatable toys just scream happy

summer days and pool parties. There
is also an amazing variety - you can
find an inflatable version of almost
anything. I love the smell and how
surreal and whimsical a giant inflatable
toy actually is. I even love how they
never quite fit back into the box they
came out of. They’re also very practical.”
Practical
whimsy,
another
contradiction for you. How so? I ask.
“They pack up very nicely,” SJ laughs,
“especially when I lived in London
where space is a luxury, you really need
a life-size elephant that you can fold up
and put away when you’re not using him”.
Important point, especially when
you boast a collection of 90+ inflatables
as Fuerst does. After a few more
minutes of cheerful conversation SJ has
to go, and invites me to fly over for a
studio visit when the new place is ready.
I quit Skype and suddenly it’s quiet
again, my portal to the blue skies of
the Mediterranean has closed. I stay
at the computer and look through SJ’s
paintings. Samuel Butler comes to mind
with his assertion that every man’s work
is always a portrait of himself, with SJ
Fuerst this feels especially true.

scan to

Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Circe from Homer’s Odyssey’.

scan to

Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Donut’.

ENVIRONMENT

little
oil
spill
mermaid
W
Image left:
‘Little Oil Spill Mermaid’
by SJ Fuerst’
Oil on canvas
117cm x 122cm
£6,000

e’re living in an exciting time for energy. Globally we still consume
over 11 billion tons of fossil fuel a year, however reserves are finite
and we’re becoming acutely aware of the damage this consumption
is doing to our planet. Never before has the call for green energy been
so loud, and the renewable energy revolution is taking off around the world.
‘Global warming’ may be the battle cry against burning fossil fuels, but the
inevitable oil spills that come with extracting, transporting, and storing billions
of tons of crude oil are just as destructive. In an average year, 4.9 million liters
of oil are spilled into US waters alone; this number can easily double if there is
a serious incident. The environmental impact of a spill is devastating, we are all
too familiar with the tragic images of marine life washed ashore coated in the
water repelling gunk. Won’t it be wonderful when the oil age is over and spills
are a horror of the past.
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Playtime’s never over
Paintings by SJ Fuerst

Hello Sailor.
Turn plastic heads by layering
your yellow morphsuit with
white latex hot pants.
This page:
‘Lego Sailor’
Oil on canvas
107cm x 127cm
Private collection
Previous page:
‘Monkey’
Oil on canvas
86cmx 122cm
Private collection

Soldier of fashion: don’t expect to go unseen in this figure hugging camo suit.

‘It’s Not Easy Being Green’
Acrylic on canvas
112cm x 122cm
Private collection

‘Portrait of the Artist’
Oil on canvas
71cm x 122cm
Private collection

Smoulder in a wine
red velvet dress with
matching plumage.
Cock an eyebrow for
full effect.
‘Scarlett O’Hara’
Oil on canvas
112cm x 213cm
Private collection

No one replicates a McQueen
gown like Mattel.
Wear with a crisply tailored royal.
‘The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge’
Oil on canvas
152cm x 122cm
Private collection

Make robot love not Robot Wars.
It all starts with a polished steel bowl hat.
‘Robots (East Meets West)’
Oil on canvas
91cm x 127cm
Private collection

‘Inflatable Batman and Robyn’
Acrylic on canvas
76cm x 122cm
Private collection

‘Deep Blue Seal’
Oil on Canvas
71 cm x 122cm
Private collection

Plastic hair, don’t care.
‘Great Date Ken’
Oil on canvas
76cm x 122cm
£5,000

Spell trouble phonetically and walk on the
dark side in black thigh high suede boots.
‘Drag Maul’
Oil on canvas
150cm x 110cm
£7,000

A rubber dog toy makes a
bold accessorial statement.
‘Smile’
Oil on canvas
56cm x 81cm
£2,600

The Minnie dress:
Offset PVC with Mouseketeer charm.
‘Mice’
Oil on canvas
71cm x 122cm
Private collection

DENTAL

dance

Interview by Lot 5 Collective

SJ Fuerst’s works are not what they seem. If you glance at the paintings on the screen of your
phone you might misread them as photographs, but take a closer look or – even better – see them in real-life and it’s clear that
they’re beautifully and traditionally painted. A casual look might also trick you into thinking that they’re light-hearted images of
attractive women with inflatable props, but they’re far more than that. Although Fuerst encourages a playful interpretation
of the work, look under the surface and you find a darker, deeper, scarier world.
Lot 5 Collective talked to SJ Fuerst about her painting ‘Dental Dance’.

‘Dental Dance’
Oil on canvas
56 cm x 51cm
Private collection

“Psychologists
would write much more

interesting

artist statements

S

ARTIST

themselves”

than the

Lot 5: This is a very intriguing painting.
Could you tell us a bit about where it came
from?

pop culture references, colours, shapes,
and mood of the final image. I think it
is just my instinct to skew the painting
in the woman’s favor. I find painting
women more inspiring, and for me more
relatable, probably because I’ve always
had close relationships with the women
in my life. With some paintings, like
Cardboard League of America, it was a
very conscious decision to make all the
men cardboard, and that is the main
point of that painting. However with
others it just works out that the men are
replaced by props. My paintings are quite
minimal, I like to have just one figure in
each painting and then imply the rest
of the world with inanimate objects, so
unfortunately for men they tend to be the
inanimate objects. Even with Great Date
Ken for instance, his date is a blow up
doll and Ken is the live model. But Ken
is actually a female model styled with the
signature plastic Ken hair. Again, time to
call in the psychologist, but how amazing
is it you can buy a plastic Ken wig!

SJF: The painting started with the inflatable
chomping teeth. I found them on eBay
and thought they were an amazing
combination of adorable and creepy,
reminding me of Giger’s Aliens. I also
loved the double novelty aspect: how
someone made a kitsch inflatable version
of the already novel wind-up teeth.
Because the teeth are on the bizarre side
I thought they needed to be paired with
something very beautiful to soften the
painting, which led me to ballet. The teeth
are still creepy, but there’s a very tender
interaction between the ballerina and the
teeth which I love, a bit like she’s teaching
her little baby teeth how to dance. That’s
also why this painting is so much smaller
than I usually work, the subject felt quiet
and intimate – better suited for a small
canvas that invites the viewer to come in
close and peek at what’s going on.
Lot 5: You say there’s a very tender
interaction here, and in the past you’ve
described your paintings as being a ‘slightly
twisted version of the familiar’.
But if you think about what you depict, it’s
often utterly terrifying (a Playboy Bunny
with the head of Frank from Donnie
Darko; Santa Claus creeping up on the
Virgin Mary; here a woman with teeth for
breasts dancing with disembodied teeth).
Yet you’ve translated these petrifying ideas
into images that are far less threatening,
and are often described as ‘playful’. Does
that say anything about you as an artist
(or person), how you see the world or how
you would like other people to see it?
SJF: My paintings are definitely a reflection
of me as a person and an artist. I don’t
really think those two can be separated.
It’s safe to say I have a slightly twisted
sense of humour, and I paint costumes
and toys because that’s genuinely what
I love. The world is full of amazing fun
things (a lot of them you can inflate), but
it would be too naive to present them
purely light-heartedly. I think that would
feel a bit flat. My work is about finding
the right balances of playful and sinister,
beautiful but bizarre. I see this as an
accurate depiction of the world,

‘Frankie’, oil on canvas. Private collection.

but this is where for artists it becomes
a grey area. We’re trying to capture the
world in an interesting and new way, but
probably end up only revealing who we
are as people – this is why psychologists
would write much more interesting artist
statements than the artists themselves.
Lot5: The protagonists in your paintings are
almost always women. When you do paint
male characters, there’s always a twist:
you’ve depicted the Duke of Cambridge as
Ken to the Duchess’s Barbie; various male
superheroes as cardboard cut-outs behind
a flesh-and-blood Wonder Woman; a pintsize inflatable Bat Man next to a female
Robin; King Kong almost entirely hidden
behind Ann Darrow, only his fist visible.
I’m wondering if your light-hearted style of
representation doesn’t cover a more serious
message?
SJF: Well I’m definitely for girl power!
And I think this is always an undercurrent
in my work, although not necessarily
intentionally. When I’m designing a
painting I’m not really thinking about
feminism. My focus is on the props,

Detail of
‘Great Date Ken’,
oil on canvas.
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Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘Rockette Pops’.
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Sound recommended

PLAY
Scan code with smartphone camera to see this video about Fuerst’s painting:
‘PVC Circus’.

cleanse
i n t i m a t e

Because not all conceptions are immaculate
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